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Our Mission

The National Committee on American Foreign Policy (NCAFP) was
founded in 1974 by Professor Hans J. Morgenthau and others. It is a
nonprofit activist organization dedicated to the resolution of conflicts that
threaten U.S. interests. Toward that end, the NCAFP identifies,
articulates, and helps advance American foreign policy interests from a
nonpartisan perspective within the framework of political realism. 

American foreign policy interests include: 

• preserving and strengthening national security;

• supporting countries committed to the values and the   
practice of political, religious, and cultural pluralism; 

• improving U.S. relations with the developed and 
developing worlds; 

• advancing human rights; 

• encouraging realistic arms control agreements; 

• curbing the proliferation of nuclear and other 
unconventional weapons; 

• promoting an open and global economy. 

An important part of the activity of the NCAFP is Track I ½ and 
Track II diplomacy. Such closed-door and off-the-record endeavors
provide unique opportunities for senior U.S. and foreign officials, think-
tank experts, and scholars to engage in discussions designed to defuse
conflict, build confidence, and resolve problems. 

Believing that an informed public is vital to a democratic society, the
National Committee offers educational programs that address security
challenges facing the United States and publishes a variety of publications,
including its bimonthly journal, American Foreign Policy Interests, that
present keen analyses of all aspects of American foreign policy.
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Dear Reader:

On September 27, 2010, the National Committee on American Foreign Policy
(NCAFP) held an all-day roundtable on “Global Terrorism: New Strategies in the
War on Terror.” It was cohosted by the principals of the committee’s longstanding
Middle East project—“The Middle East: Islamic Law and Peace”—and its latest
project—“U.S. Security in the Twenty-First Century.”

The word global in the title of the roundtable indicated to the participants that the
discussions would be extensive, generating analyses that would reaffirm the
importance of understanding terrorist operations in all of the venues from which they
are plotted and launched and elucidating the U.S. decision to designate Africa as the
site for stationing, training, and deploying counterinsurgency and counterterrorism
forces against those who wage global terrorism. Accordingly, the experts on terrorism
were asked to focus on various manifestations of that asymmetric form of warfare. In
my judgment, they did such a thorough job that the roundtable legitimately could
have been renamed “Anatomy of Terrorism.” Furthermore, no presenter, as might
have been expected, branded the terrorists as jihadists alone. Nor did anyone use only
one word—Islamic—to identify the terrorists and characterize their beliefs or the
quintessential motivation that propels their attacks. Instead the presenters focused on
a variety of factors, including religion, that have been influential in recruiting
terrorists to destabilize and destroy the world as they see it.

The telling discussions and policy recommendations generated by “Global
Terrorism: New Strategies in the War on Terror,” have reinforced my belief that the
NCAFP’s most recent project on “U.S. Security in the Twenty-First Century” is off
to a good start. Forearmed with the knowledge acquired at that roundtable and its
predecessors and eventual successors, the committee will enhance its ability to
fulfill its mission as a think tank committed, among other things, to the security of
the United States and its allies and to the defeat of terrorism by both elucidating its
objectives and how they can be thwarted and by promoting human rights and peace
on the planet through dialogue and pluralism.

The National Committee on American Foreign Policy thanks the presenters and
the other participants as well. Their informed and provocative remarks sparked
almost instantaneous and continuous debate.

The NCAFP is especially grateful to Mutual of America, Mrs. Sheila Johnson
Robbins, the Eugenie Fromer Endowment, Kenneth J. Bialkin, Esq., and the George
D. Schwab Family Fund for providing support for the roundtable.

A list of policy recommendations formulated by the NCAFP appears at the end of
the summary. 

Sincerely,

George D. Schwab
President
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INTRODUCTION

A host welcomed the participants, including the moderator and three presenters,
who agreed to discuss specific aspects of terrorism such as the interplay of domestic
and international terrorism. A participant stated that international terrorism is the
most important issue in international relations today and that the most divisive
question bedeviling the terrorists is both tactical and strategic in nature: whether to
attack and destroy well-known sites in the homeland of the imperialist (U.S.)
“infidel” or to target a variety of sites in a variety of complicit (Western) countries.

Perceptions and Misperceptions
The first presenter, whom the moderator described as eminently qualified to
discuss the subject, was born in the Middle East, lived here for a number of years,
and lives abroad now. The presenter was engaged in counterintelligence here for a
number of years. 

Returning to New York only recently for a stay of a few months, the presenter
perceived a number of changes, which seem to be attributable to a sense of
insecurity that characterizes the current American mood. Discernible in that
pessimistic, worrisome mood, the presenter stated, was a penchant for stereotyping
Muslim Americans as members of a monolithic Muslim community. In general, the
presenter affirmed, Muslims do constitute a community—a specific community of
believers—but like other Americans, Muslim Americans are a diverse
socioeconomic group that hold a variety of opinions on a variety of subjects and
presumably belong or don’t belong to a variety of organizations. 

In the 2010 commemoration of 9/11, the presenter observed, politicization could be
perceived for the first time—a development evident in the appearance of
demonstrators outside a mosque a few blocks from Ground Zero to protest the
mosque’s plans to expand the site and build a cultural center open to all and the
announcement by an otherwise obscure minister in Florida that he intended to burn
a copy of the Koran in public to underscore his contempt for Islam and to propagate
the notion that the mosque in Lower Manhattan, like others throughout the
country, would be a Mecca of Islamic terrorism. 

In the presenter’s judgment, the emergence of Islamophobia evident in the summer-
long media coverage of the Park Row mosque controversy can only reinforce the
feelings of some Muslim Americans that they are considered suspicious outsiders in
the United States. That feeling, in turn, may lead them to question the guilt of
accused terrorists or refuse to condemn individual terrorist acts of American citizens
such as the would-be terrorist whose smoldering bomb failed to spark the death and
destruction that he had intended in Times Square. 

The apparent politicization has convinced the presenter that the media’s obsession
with hyping the news and failure to distinguish it from sensationalism have helped
to create the impression that the United States is becoming increasingly vulnerable
to plots orchestrated by its own terrorists, especially Islamic terrorists. Some
Americans’ sense of insecurity and lack of confidence in their government’s ability



to defend them as well as to maintain its dominance in the world, the presenter
added, also appear to be based on their acceptance of the notion that the rise of
another power almost automatically means the eclipse of their own, that their
economy is no longer the leading engine of progress in the world, and that
American troops are stretched too thin to provide protection from the forces
arrayed against them. The supporters of such hostile forces, some Americans
believe, include members of the presumed Islamic community in the United States
who, they believe, have refused to be integrated into the broad and diverse
American community, which they ironically perceive as exclusionary and
antagonistic to them. 

Eager to continue the dialogue initiated by a member of the audience who asked the
speaker to discuss what can be done to counter the strain of anti-Americanism
emanating from a number of mosques in the United States, the presenter expressed
agreement with the observation that domestic support for terrorism is increasing
but reiterated the contention that radicalized imams are few in number and not
representative of those who lead American-Muslim mosques. 

The presenter stated that the subject would undoubtedly be discussed further during
the remainder of the roundtable as part of the dialogue with the other presenters
and participants and so was eager to yield time to the second speaker. But before
doing so, the presenter identified one rarely acknowledged strain of domestic
terrorism—right-wing terrorism—such as that committed by a disgruntled taxpayer
who crashed a plane into an Internal Revenue Service building in Arizona. Few
Americans, the speaker stated, seem to be aware of that anarchic brand of domestic
terrorism or if they have heard of it, refuse to single it out by even naming it.

Drawing Distinctions
The attempt to draw distinctions among Islamic terrorists led one participant to
remind the audience that Fereydoun Hoveyda, the late director of the NCAFP’s
Middle East project, associated the negative perception of Islam in the United
States with Islam in the Arab world and asked the first presenter to comment on
that impression. The presenter declared that the term “Middle East,” systematically
used to refer to Islamic Arab states, is designated as Western Asia in such countries
as Indonesia and Malaysia. 

The speaker added that oil-producing states such as Saudi Arabia and Wahhabism,
the extremist brand of Islam practiced there, account, to some extent, for American
impressions of Islam. 

The next speaker identified the apparent differences among Islamists in various
parts of the world:  Islamists and Salafis and anti-Salafis in the Middle East and non-
Arab Islamists in Iran and Western Asia. Moreover, he recalled, Islam serves an
important cultural purpose in the Arab Middle East, where it began and where its
shrines are the sites of pilgrimages that the faithful strive to make at least once in
their lifetimes. 

Next he explained why it is a mistake to frame the main difference among
American Muslims as the degree of extremism expressed or extremism versus
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moderation. Instead he reminded the participants that such sweeping
generalizations cannot serve to illuminate the objectives and the attitudes of 4.5 to
5 million people from 21 Arab countries and 52 Muslim states who live in the
United States. Besides, such a division fails to take into account Muslim politics in
America and the Islamists—a trans- or pan-Islamic fringe—that, research shows,
account for between five and twelve percent. The presenter concluded that concern
about Islam is political, not religious. Therefore, it should continue to attract the
analytical scrutiny of national security experts.

Also, the presenter maintained, distinctions need to be drawn between Islamism
and ethnic conflicts. In his judgment, such conflicts are suggestive of those waged
in Bosnia, Sudan, and Kashmir. Irrespective of whether they were ideological in
nature, he maintained, they were not reflective of Muslim politics in general.
Moreover, he added, just as anti-Muslim attitudes are growing in Europe, so too are
they increasing in America. His point, he said, was not to provide statistics
documenting the increase but to explain it. In attempting to do so, the presenter
focused on the media’s portrayal of Muslims as extremists.

Some Caveats
That assessment motivated another presenter to advocate caution in drawing such
distinctions. He highlighted the discrimination that members of Sufi Islam are
subjected to by other Arab Muslims, including the Wahhabis and the Salafis. The
speaker stated that the Sufi tolerance of radicalism is almost nonexistent. Then he
sketched portraits of people such as Faisal Shahzad and Omar Abdulmutallab, two
would-be jihadists, who volunteered to commit terrorist acts because of their
perceptions that they did not belong and were being treated as outcasts in their own
societies. The presenter judged that they, like other jihadists, used the Internet to
radicalize themselves. 

Another participant asserted that Islamism is of great concern to the United States
because we treat it like a religion—not as the political movement that it has
transformed itself into being. As he visits mosques throughout the world, he hears
little of theology or poetry and much about the deadly deeds of “the infidel” as well
as the situations in Pakistan, Kashmir, and Chechnya. He pointed to the absence of
American cultural programming on Arab cable TV, suggesting that a documentary
about the life of, say, Thomas Jefferson might enhance the knowledge of American
Muslims about the founders of their new homeland and perhaps negate  programming
that shows the victimization of Arabs by America, which in effect encourages anti-
Americanism. Echoing the comments of the first speaker, a presenter stated that there
are at least 57 Muslim cultures, one for each Muslim country.

Counterinsurgency Strategies
In answer to a question about what was being done to identify would-be Islamist
terrorists operating in the domestic arena, the first presenter pointed to the diversity
of operatives and channels of communication available to the New York Police
Department. The speaker added that the most effective level at which to deal with
the problem is local law enforcement strengthened by many strata involved in
community relations—in brief, a multidimensional local approach to a problem
that is rooted in a decentralized threat.
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A participant asked what was being done by the vast majority (approximately 90
percent) of members of Muslim American mosques to identify and condemn the
approximate 10 percent of Islamists and their supporters who ostensibly caught the
“virus” of Islamism in their neighborhood mosques or in others across the country.
He predicted that until they speak out against terrorism, both domestic and
international, Islamophobia would remain a credible force.

The third speaker of the day, an expert on counterterrorism, confirmed that two
percent of jihadists who decide to take action and do so are of prime interest to law
enforcement authorities. Such individuals include Abdulmuttalab, Shahzad, Major
Nidal Hassan, and both Jihadi Janes, as well as the members of cells in North
Carolina, New York, and Texas.

But citing that percentage alone without probing the numbers that comprise the
total would fail to reveal the fact that between 2001 and 2008, the U.S.
government foiled two attacks each year and arrested the would-be perpetrators
involved, whereas now it makes a terrorist arrest once a month and captures a
domestic terrorist prepared to kill and be killed. Frustration or mental illness, as
some believe, is not the underlying force that goads increasing numbers of
homegrown terrorists to do something terrible to foster the cause. Instead, the
speaker maintained, the determination to act reflects the construction of what has
become a goal interlocked with a strategy: propagating the ideology of jihadism and
mastering the use of the Web. He affirmed his belief, as did the next speaker, that
today’s terrorist was actually a lone wolf unknown at any mosque. In effect, the
prototypical domestic terrorist has radicalized himself not through a mosque but
through the Internet, which one even used to communicate directly with and gain
the support of the Pakistani Taliban. 

As domestic terrorists have emerged from American locations to attack the U.S.
homeland, so too has Al Qaeda expanded its base of operations along the Afghan-
Pakistan border and become a transnational organization operating in several states.
The speaker asserted that along with the enlargement of its geographical base, Al
Qaeda, under the direction of Abu Musab al-Zarqawi (killed in Iraq), established
regional leadership. It changed in other ways as well, maintained the speaker, who
recounted the story of an American national recruited in Saudi Arabia who was
willing to commit a number of murderous acts in concert with the Taliban. The
presenter speculated that a rarely identified motivation for a lone wolf to become a
terrorist might be the appeal of being a hero or a “celebrity.”

The third change that the presenter identified related to the method of the strike.
Casting doubt on counterterrorists’ expectations that their next attack on the
United States would be more dreadful and destructive than those of 9/11, the
terrorists broadcast their official assessment that every attack, aborted or failed,
undertaken by an American on American soil would be considered successful
because it would demonstrate that some Americans have become jihadists.
Moreover as the news of an attack spreads, it will serve as a powerful recruitment
tool for foreign or domestic militants who hate “the Infidel.”  Inevitably, one
attempt would succeed in wreaking the intended destruction, the Taliban appear to
believe, and that would increase its ranks and advance its overall interests.
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The presenter discussed the three kinds of changes that the new Al Qaeda has
engineered, especially the launching pads that they have established in Yemen,
Somalia, the Sahel—stretching from Senegal to Chad—the whole Mali-Mauritania
area—in which France has begun to play an instrumental role. 

After noting the recent trend of American jihadists turning up in places where they
were not present before, that is, in the inhospitable areas of Africa just cited, one
presenter asserted that a corresponding response appears to be a blending of
counterterrorism and counterinsurgency, which seems to make sense until one
concludes correctly that they constitute distinct aspects of a phenomenon and at
some levels require the application of different strategies. 

In response to a question, the presenter replied that Americans and other foreigners
are not operating along the Afghanistan-Pakistan border, where conditions are
deadly, but can be found where it is easy for them to blend in with others like them.
All have been welcomed by leading terrorists, trained in jihadist camps, live in a
venerated cultural setting shared by other would-be terrorists, and communicate
with one another as brothers. In effect, they no longer feel like outsiders but belong
to groups that are determined to eliminate the despised infidel. 

A participant asked what the FBI and other agencies were doing about Americans
who have joined Al Qaeda. A presenter replied by recounting the story of Zack
Chesser, an apparently normal teenager who converted to Islam and radicalized
himself to such an extent that he threatened the creators of South Park because of
their depiction of the Prophet Mohammad. Until Chesser, accompanied by his
infant son, was removed from a plane bound for Somalia, the presenter believed
that the threat was not credible. The presenter’s misperception, he affirmed,
testified to the kinds of difficulties that the FBI and other agencies encounter in
monitoring one or more individuals as well as determining whether a conspiracy
exists and when to intervene to prevent the activation of a plot or the escape of a
suspected jihadist.

A participant, referring to an article in that morning’s Times, asked about the FBI’s
capabilities to tap the Internet. A presenter replied that whereas the Bureau’s
technical resources are capable of tuning into all streams of traffic on the worldwide
Web, individual agents might lack the level of knowledge and experience necessary
to manipulate the electronic equipment involved in the audits. He added that such
technology had been most effective in obtaining incriminating information and
securing the conviction of terrorists in the United States, unlike the end results in
the United Kingdom where such surveillance requires a warrant. In the speaker’s
judgment, irrespective of the British situation, the problem of capability is more
technical than legal in nature.

A participant asked what those who sought to explode devices in the United States
hoped to accomplish and whether anything could be done to address their concerns.

In answering, a presenter referred to an interview with the head of Al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula in which he stated that the Park 51 controversy, as well as
vociferous reactions against the hijab, were “crimes against Muslims” that mandated
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that Americans be “wiped off the map.”  In the presenter’s judgment, the terrorists
want to cause murder and mayhem that would result in an apocalyptic conflict
between Muslims and non-Muslims or even Muslims and Muslims, in, say, the Sahel
involving a number of sovereign states. The resulting chaos, the presenter said, could
provide recruitment opportunities for Al Qaeda. Besides taking over additional
territory, terrorists may be motivated by the prospect of fame and acclaim. Also, they
could be acting out an existential need for attention stemming from fractious family
relationships such as those said to have been experienced by Abdulmutallab.

A participant asked the presenter to identify the consequences of the
administration’s failure to characterize an act as anti-American. The speaker replied
that the United States needed the cooperation and support of Muslims who are in
a position to determine whether U.S. policy in the region succeeds or fails. He said
that apparently different value systems have made relations between Muslims and
non-Muslims not only difficult but also acutely sensitive. 

Analyzing Intentions
The next presenter addressed the question of whether the United States should
adopt new strategies to counteract those of international terrorists. Framing the
question in that way, he stated, required making judgments about the success or
failure of the terrorists’ past and current endeavors and determining whether they
reflect ad hoc approaches or the application of strategies designed to obtain specific
objectives. If strategies appear to have been employed, it would be useful, he said,
to categorize them and analyze their effectiveness. Recognized throughout the
world as an expert on counterterrorism, the presenter related that his presentation
would reflect, among other analyses, the assessments of the Transatlantic
Legislative Group on Counterterrorism composed of members of the U.S. Congress
and members of the European Parliament. Just as his presentation reflects the dual
and diverse continental views of those targeted for attack, his analysis of the
attackers focuses on two large worldwide jihadist networks: the Salafists, from a
Sunni background, and the Khomeinist jihadists, from a Shiia background.

The presenter said that instead of focusing on what was happening in Iraq, he
would concentrate on the expressed intentions of the country’s would-be attackers.
Doing so, he emphasized, would develop a more illuminating picture of Al Qaeda
and other terrorist organizations than is usually gleaned from a chronological
account of their evolution. Like Al Qaeda’s overarching goal of returning to the
Sunni Triangle, controlling the area from Baghdad to Basra is the goal that Iran
intends to achieve in Iraq. Consequently, the presenter said, the strategy that the
United States needs to implement in Iraq involves preventing the realization of
both goals by maintaining the number of American troops necessary to help Iraq
maintain its sovereignty.

The presenter said that the strategy of the Taliban and Al Qaeda in Afghanistan
and Pakistan was designed to put pressure on NATO forces, engaging them in battle
and causing bloodshed and casualties condemned by the noncombatant population
who see only the results of the collective response and blame the Americans.

Turning to the Levant, the presenter declared that the calculated moves that
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Hezbollah has made since 2008 have enabled it to control one-third of the
government, exercise veto power, and penetrate the second bureau of the Lebanese
Army. Meanwhile the United States and France have indicated that they will do
nothing until the Hariri Tribunal report is issued. He stated that Hamas is
convinced that Israel will not launch a full-scale invasion of Gaza. Consequently its
immediate goal is to continue to resist Israeli pressure. The Israelis, he stated, have
reasonably concluded that the flotilla incident generated substantial media and
international support for those seeking to break the blockade and considerable
condemnation of Israeli behavior, including the harsh comments of their ostensible
ally in the region, Turkey. In effect, the militants’ strategy in Gaza is to maintain
the status quo.

The presenter discussed international concern about Arabia, singling out Yemen as
the primary means by which Al Qaeda can fulfill its goals. By exploiting the
weakness of the government in Yemen, Al Qaeda in Yemen can reach across the
desert relatively easily and connect with Al Qaeda in Saudi Arabia. He predicted
that if the situation in Yemen is not dealt with soon, within three to four years there
might well be joint Yemeni-Saudi terrorist activities.

Another area of Al Qaeda growth, the presenter reminded the other participants,
is the Sahel—the area between Chad and Senegal in Somalia. He has concluded
that the gain in territory that each side has acquired amounts to the establishment
of a kind of status quo. For example, Qaeda cannot dislodge the governments that
they have targeted; nor can such governments succeed in driving terrorist forces
from the territory that they have seized in the southern part of Somalia. 

Of most concern to the United States and Europe is the change that is occurring in
the balance of power in the Sahara area—Niger, Mali, Mauritania, and the borders
of Senegal. There, in states that possess weak governments, ineffective police, and
almost no counterterrorist forces, a cadre of Al Qaeda, after moving from bases in
Algeria and Morocco, has entrenched themselves in the southern part of the
continent, extending the zone of warfare. 

Moreover, the presenter identified the most important precipitant of the chaos that
may come to characterize the area as the connection between Algeria and northern
Nigeria. It cannot be doubted that Abdulmutallab of Nigeria is not the only jihadist
in Nigeria, a state of 120 million. In the northern part is the Taliban of Nigeria, the
Boko Haram, that is very active. The presenter reiterated that he shares the U.S.
government’s conclusion that the most important developments in the
counteroffensive against terrorism will occur in Africa.

Also of concern is the presence of Al Qaeda and Hezbollah in Latin America
especially in two areas—the triborder area in the south and Venezuela, where the
state’s national security agencies have practically been turned over to Hezbollah.
Nevertheless, the presenter stated, unlike Al Qaeda, which is in conflict with the
United States and its allies throughout the world, Hezbollah is only part of a force
that would be involved in making a decision to counter the United States. So far,
the presenter related, Hezbollah is in a training mode, preparing for a confrontation
with the Americans at a time to be determined by its director.
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Three Streams of Terrorist Groups
The presenter reiterated that three streams of terrorist groups can be discerned from
analyzing the recruitment process of prospective jihadist warriors. The first is
connected to Al Qaeda; the second to the Salafists. Together they account for the
largest number of recruits. Major Hassan, he stated, belongs to the second group,
and it is he and others like him who pose the greatest threat to the security and
stability of their homeland. The presenter reported that security officials in
threatened states consider their first priority to be detecting the high-ranking
terrorists poised to attack from their high-ranking positions. Only after that has
been done, they told the presenter, can they be concerned with attempting to
deradicalize them.

Returning briefly to Hezbollah, the third stream, the presenter reiterated his
assessment that its presence in the United States would become active and hostile
based on Iran’s perception of the extent to which the foreign policy goals of the
United States were interacting negatively with their interests.

Conclusion
In concluding the second part of the roundtable, a presenter gave his impression of
specific aspects of the issues of 21st-century terrorism and counterterrorism that had
been analyzed so far. As part of that narrative, he related the substance of his
conversations with the president of Yemen, which led him to conclude that the
Yemeni leader deploys a less than adequate force to counter terrorist strikes
whenever he wants an attack to appear to be so daunting that it attracts the
attention of the United States and possibly obtains money from it as well. 

Focusing on the perspective developed by the presenters, the speaker explained why
he thinks that Hezbollah should not be discussed in detail at the roundtable. In
essence, as an arm of Iran, it is the embodiment of state terrorism, which is beyond
the designated purview of the presenters. Nevertheless, he suggested, it is ironic
that while reports are circulating that the United States is considering negotiating
with the Taliban, a number of the members of that terrorist group who were
recently elected to the Afghan parliament could become official and legitimate
negotiators for the government of Afghanistan and in effect wind up not only
negotiating with the United States but with their terrorist brothers as well. U.S.-
Taliban negotiations may be unavoidable, he suggested.

A participant, alluding to the overarching terrorist agenda of eliminating the Great
Satan, asked where history is reflected in that objective. A presenter answered by
describing the mission of Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula—Al Qaeda in Yemen.
The video that the group released when it was formed in 2009 was titled “In
Defense of Jerusalem” or “In Search of Jerusalem.” In his judgment, the terrorists
believe that Israel is an offshoot of the United States and that the United States is
an extension of Israel. Consequently the elimination of one mandates the
elimination of the other. He added that Al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
(AQAP) maintains that terrorist attacks against U.S. forces will ignite an extensive
jihad and in that process will circle back to Jerusalem. Accordingly the presenter
thinks that it is likely that AQAP will target Israel directly.
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Another presenter discussed the conclusion that military force alone, particularly
air strikes, including drone strikes, will not achieve victory; that partnering with
corrupt regimes will plant the perception that the United States shares its partners’
goals and strategies. In essence, jihadists are not monolithic.

A presenter discussed the stormy relationship that exists between Hamas and Al
Qaeda. Each is accusing the other of selling out. He questioned whether the United
States can do something to exacerbate the nasty shouting match between the two
and if it decided that it could, whether that kind of intervention would produce
unintended, negative consequences.

A participant asked whether the other governments in the region—those of Russia,
China, and Vietnam, for instance—supported or opposed the United States in the
region. A presenter answered that there was consensus in the Security Council
about the seriousness of the threat posed by Al Qaeda. He suggested that the
Council create an antiterror agency to deal with it. Another presenter reiterated
that the United States was not the only state being threatened and subjected to
attack by terrorist groups that had come into being only recently. As an example,
he cited the Volga Muslims from the Volga region of Russia. They established a
jihadist training camp in Waziristan and are targeting Americans. 

Also compounding the difficulty of convincing regional powers or other members
of the Security Council to support U.S. antiterror activities in the region is the
uncertainty about whether China will allow its judgment that it needs to do
business with Afghanistan to undermine or negate U.S. foreign policy in the area.
The presenter recently met with representatives of governments from Indonesia,
Thailand, the Philippines, and Malaysia, who are aware of the problem relating 
to China as well as proselytizing from Saudi mosques, which they consider 
to be problematic.

A participant asked whether resolving the issue of Israeli settlements would resolve
the Arab-Israeli conflict and affect U.S. foreign policy in the region. The moderator
proceeded to answer a number of questions that had been posed earlier by stating
that dealing with one aspect of a complex problem without committing to resolve
the entire problem is meaningless. He underscored the fact that unlike Islam,
Christianity, for the most part, ceased to be a proselytizing religion, leaving the
United States in Muslim eyes as the only infidel in the West that counts. 

Finally, the speaker asked a number of specific rhetorical questions such as “why is the
United States supplying the [Thai Army] with resources to defeat the Islamic
insurgency in [southern Thailand]?” His repeated answer: “It has nothing to do with
Israel.” The participant who raised the question about settlements asked the
moderator to project how the Taliban would react to an American proposal that the
two sides negotiate with each other. In reply, the speaker referred to a provocative
article/book The Clash of Civilizations that was published a number of years ago. He
reminded the audience that Western society was based on tolerance and compromises.
It was the antithesis of Al Qaeda’s approach. That terrorist group, he stated, wants to
rule the West and dictate every aspect of its life, including what people do in their
bedrooms. After that telling observation, the moderator adjourned the roundtable.
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Afterword

The NCAFP’s roundtable on “Global Terrorism: New Strategies in the War on
Terror” identified a number of undercurrents that have since been confirmed by
events. It shows that Islamist terrorism has metastasized into a truly global
phenomenon that affects at least 60 countries, from China to the United States,
passing by Russia and Israel. 

Islamist terrorism is no longer confined to its traditional geographic hot spots in
southern and eastern Afghanistan and northwest Pakistan. It has also grown beyond
its other bases in Iraq, Lebanon, Gaza, and the West Bank. Today large chunks of
territory such as the West African Sahel, the Horn of Africa, the Yemeni province
of Hadhramaut, and parts of Daghestan in the Russian federation have become no-
state areas where terrorist groups train, organize, and operate.

In some cases, notably in Somalia, northern Caucasus, and southeastern
Afghanistan, terrorist groups are also engaged in a variety of criminal activities,
including drug trafficking, hostage taking, banditry, and piracy.

Beyond its new territorial presence, Islamist terrorism has also undertaken a major
effort to recruit “volunteers for martyrdom” from among Muslim citizens of Western
nations, especially the United States. Today more than 300 Muslim citizens of
European countries are in prison in Afghanistan alone. Dozens of U.S. citizens of
Muslim background are believed to be active in a number of terrorist groups,
notably in Afghanistan, the Sahel, and Somalia.

Although Islamist terrorism remains a growing threat to international security, it is
important to note that it has not succeeded in winning power in any country. More
important, perhaps, Islamism in all of its radical expressions has played little or no
part in the series of popular uprisings that from last spring onward started to shake
despotic Arab regimes. The fall of General Bin Ali in Tunisia and General Hosni
Mubarak in Egypt was the work of urban middle class youth more open to Western
ideas of freedom and human rights than Islamist shibboleths about shariah.

We have always argued that despotism in Muslim countries creates the swamps of
resentment and hatred that in turn breed the mosquitoes of terror. Thus the
emergence of democratic governments must be regarded as a victory for the global
war on terror. Even though it was demonstrated during the roundtable that
counterinsurgency is of paramount importance, more important still is the global
war on terror that must ultimately be won on the political battlefield.
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POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

Although Islamist terrorism is no longer confined to its traditional habitats in
southern and eastern Afghanistan and northwest Pakistan, its growing global threat
to international security has not succeeded in winning power in any country. To
forestall that from happening and to eliminate the state sponsored terrorism of Iran,
the National Committee on American Foreign Policy proposes the following policy
recommendations.

1. The United States should take the initiative in persuading the United Nations
Security Council to create a special counter-terrorism agency. 

2. The United States should provide leadership in developing a position acceptable
to the major liberal democracies in support of pro-reform forces in the Arab
Muslim world and Iran.

3. The asymmetric military tactics used by the terrorists should be adopted by the
United States and its allies.

4. The counterinsurgency strategy should not be confined to Afghanistan.

5. In the fight against Islamist and state sponsored terrorism, the United States
should exploit the vast opportunities that cyberspace offers.

6. The United States should streamline its counterterrorism operations by creating
an interagency group embracing all of the U.S. agencies involved in
counterterrorism. The specially trained agents would thus operate under the
auspices of a unified command structure, unlike current operatives who are
agents of one agency alone with all that that implies, including turf disputes and
bureaucratic barriers.

7. The administration should compile lists of substances used to fuel explosive
devices in items such as dirty bombs, the names of companies that regularly
purchase such substances, and the amounts regularly purchased. It should require
companies to report to the interagency immediately all of the information
involved in extraordinary purchases. 

8. All levels of government should install, within the strictures of the Patriot Act,
a multitude of cameras and listening devices and use the images and information
that they provide to identify would-be terrorists.

9. The frequently expressed slogan “If you see something, tell someone” can’t be
reiterated too often. It remains compelling because it not only poses no threat to
the person reporting something seemingly suspicious but may lead to the
uncovering of a terrorist plot that could have resulted in the murder or maiming
of one or more people.

�–––––––�–––––––�
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